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1 Introduction
Deficient building energy management [4] induces the need for improved automated fault detection and
diagnostics (FDD). In real world energy consumption data, there exist many sources of uncertainties,
such as changing weather conditions and varying building features. Fuzzy Logic (FL) enables mod-
elling knowledge-based non-linear systems that can handle these uncertainties. As opposed to binary
membership of classical logic, FL uses continuous membership to a set, which are represented by fuzzy
membership functions [10]. In other words, FL allows for more degrees of freedom in uncertainty
modelling that can be suited for real-world applications. Furthermore, FL uses linguistic terms, which
facilitate modelling human interpretable systems. The aim of this study is to investigate how FL can
improve energy management systems. In particular, the focus is placed on how FL performs in (1)
forecasting, (2) anomaly detection and (3) modelling large scale systems involving multiple buildings.

2 Method
Based on data used by Nadai and van Someren [3], Lodewegen [5] investigated gas consumption fore-
casting with an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). This approach allows a good reference point for
investigating the performance of FL versus ANN. The same data is provided for this project. A data
frame was constructed for both the NTH and KMH building. Time-series data based on weather and gas
consumption is used. For example, the variables include temperature at time t, gas consumption at time
t-1 and day of the week. Additionally, the Seasonal Trend Decomposition was applied with the LOESS
method [3]. The residuals of the daily and yearly gas consumption trends are used as features. In or-
der to test if the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is scalable, a generic database containing four different
buildings was constructed by adding building characteristics such as the year of construction [5].
The 5 components of a FIS are (1) the Fuzzifier, (2) Rulebase, (3) Database, (4) Inference System and
(5) Defuzzifier [7]. The rulebase and database were generated with the frbs package in R [6] using the
method of Wang and Mendel (WM) [8]. The outputs are a fuzzy rulebase and a database that holds the
membership function values and types. In order to modify and fine-tune the system, the fuzzifier and
inference system are implemented outside of the frbs package. This is done because the WM method
is based on partitioning of the data and the frbs package only allows the same number of equal ranged
partitions for each feature. However, some features clearly show different patterns than others. Based on
examination of the data plots, some feature values are represented by multiple membership functions.
Based on Wang and Mendel [8], the centroid method is used for the defuzzification. The output of the
defuzzification is the predicted gas consumption.
The FIS is tuned for (1) membership function type: Gaussian, triangle or trapezoid, (2) T-norm: MIN-
or product operator [8] (3) and the number of fuzzy sets: 5,7,9, or 11. The forecasting performance
measures used for tuning the system include MAE and RMSE. For tuning, the FIS is trained on ’normal’
data from 2008 to 2012 en tested on ’normal’ data in 2013. The fuzzy system, which uses 9 Gaussian
membership functions with MIN t-norm (Gaussian-MIN-9), has given the lowest forecasting errors.
Wijayasekera et al. [9] address that the strength with which a data point fires the rules indicates to what
extent the data point behaves normally. Therefore, the rules need to be inferred from normal data. The
data is labelled as either ‘normal’ or ‘anomalous’ with the 3 sigma rule [2, p.30].
In all data sets, the mean firing strength of the ‘normal’ data was higher than the of the ‘anomalous’
data. Therefore, the threshold is calculated by taking the mean of the firing strengths of the ‘anomalous’
data. If the firing strength of a data point is lower than the threshold, it is classified as an anomaly.

3 Results
The forecasting experiments were conducted with the Gaussian-MIN-9 system, using 5 fold cross vali-
dation, where 80% of the data was used for training and the remaining 20% was used for testing. The
results are shown in Figure 1. A t-test with a significance level of 0.25% has proved the results of the
fuzzy approach to be significantly better than the ANN1.
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1Results of the ANN are obtained with a single hidden layer. For the NTH building, 150 hidden neurons 150 epochs were

used. For the KMH building these were 100 and 100 respectively [5].
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The generic forecasting results are retrieved by training the system on the data of 4 buildings using
data points from 2008 to 2012 and testing it on data of 2013 from one specific building. The MAE
and RMSE, when trained on the generic database and tested on the NTH building, are 30.22 and 24.46,
respectively. This is an increase of approximately 100%.

Figure 1: The Forecasting
results of the ANN and
FIS.

For the anomaly classification, the FIS is trained on normal data from 2008 to
2012 and tested on the year 2013. In this manner, results reflect performance
in practice and the ability to classify anomalies that lay near the boundary of
being normal or abnormal is tested, which is one of the biggest challenges in
this field [2]. Since there is no reference system for comparing the anomaly
detection results of the data at hand, a baseline system has been created. The
baseline system implements that all data points are an anomaly. The F1 2 score
of the baseline system is 0.201, whereas the Gaussian-MIN-9 gives 0.226.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
The proposed fuzzy approach using the WM method has led to significantly
better forecasting performance in comparison with ANN approach [5] regarding
the energy consumption data of the NTH and KMH buildings. For anomaly
classification, the challenges in this field have been met and results above the baseline were achieved.
The preliminary results of the proposed approach for large scale applications are not yet sufficient. More
research is required to draw conclusions about the performance.
As part of future work, advanced methods for establishing an anomaly classification threshold and
reliable data labelling can be investigated. Furthermore, it would be valuable to investigate the options
of amplifying the system to a hybrid system, for example by using the ARIMA method as proposed in
Nadai and van Someren [3]. In order to reduce the size of the Rule Base, the system would be improved
by using the Cooperative Rule version of Wang and Mendel [1].
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